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1011-LS
Right-Angle 5G Small Cell Wall Mount

Have questions about any of
our solutions?
Contact us at 877-867-2312 or
Sales@oberoninc.com

Collection: H-Plane™ | Series: 1011
Shown with Extreme AP510i (not included)

Use this H-Plane™ right angle bracket to conveniently mount small cells on the wall in
locations where a ceiling mount is undesirable or unavailable. Install small cells in
preferred horizontal orientation for optimum wireless coverage. Mount and secure up to
four small cells from leading vendors in one location. This right-angle mounting bracket
has a hinged, snap-down cover and sidewalls to help conceal cabling and can be placed
directly over data outlet. Mount and secure up to four small cells from leading vendors.
Powder-coated steel. Ideal for hard lid environments such as hotels and retails spaces.

Features & Beneﬁts
Install and secure up to four small cells from leading vendors in one location
Enables small cell to be mounted in the preferred horizontal orientation for optimal
wireless coverage
Can be mounted directly over telecommunications outlet, concealing outlet, connectors,
and cabling

Technical Speciﬁcations
Design: Wedge shaped right-angle mounting bracket with cover for securing small cells on
walls. Designed to mount the small cells in the preferred horizontal orientation.
Accommodates up to four small cells
Knockouts on two sidewalls for 1 in. trades size conduit connectors
Hinged cover to conceal cabling
Mounting features to directly attach Huawei Lampsight Dual pRRU. Double gang junction
box mounting features for other vendors’ small cells

Measurements (Maximum values*):

Construction: 18 ga. White powder-coated steel

Width: 20.9 in.
Back-box: xx in.
Height: 14 in. Depth: 8.5 in.
Item Weight: 10 lbs.
Shipping Weight: 11 lbs.

Size: 20.9 x 14 x 8.5 in. (531 x 356 x 217 mm)
Made in the USA

Fits the following AP’s:
Commscope
OneCell
Corning Spidercloud
SCRN-310
Ericsson
DOT RD 2242
Huawei
Lampsight Dual pRRU
Nokia
AirScale ASiR-pRRH
Sunwave
Crossfire N2RU

Includes:
(1) Right-Angle Wall Mount
(2) T-bar Brackets
(1) Huawei Mounting Bracket
(1) Single/Double Gang Mounting Bracket
(4) #6-32 X 5/16 in. Screws
(4) 1/4 in. 20 x 7/8 in. Screws
(8) M4 x 6mm Screws

